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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

CV Link is a transformative multi-modal 
transportation facility that will provide 
significant environmental, health, and 
economic benefits to many generations of 
Coachella Valley residents and visitors.
CV Link will initially connect eight of the nine cities in the Coachella Valley 
and three Indian tribes. Bicycles, pedestrians, and low-speed electric vehicles 
(LSEVs) will use the corridor to access employment, shopping, schools, friends, 
and recreational opportunities. LSEVs include golf carts and Neighborhood 
Electric Vehicles (NEVs) that can travel up to 25 mph. CV Link is the largest, 
most ambitious, project of its kind in SCAG’s Regional Transportation Plan, 
California, and the nation.

CV Link will serve to facilitate a safer, more attractive, and economically thriving 
corridor to serve the needs of residents throughout the Coachella Valley. In 
addition to the safety, emissions, and health benefits, private investments along 
the route will facilitate the development and redevelopment of properties and 
drive economic prosperity.

• By 2035, CV Link will facilitate over 3 million bicycle and pedestrian trips
per year

• CV Link will provide a safer route to school and facilitate sports for many of
the over 40,000 students attending public schools located within 1 mile of
the corridor - 54% of all public school students in the valley.

• For every dollar invested in CV Link, the valley will realize $11 in benefits
over the next 25 years

Figure 1: CV Link Overview Map
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

CV Link will become the spine of an alternative 
transportation network that will serve all parts of 
the Coachella Valley.
The core project expands on 9.8 miles of narrow pathways in variable condition 
to include over 48 miles of broad travelways extending from Highway 111 
and the Chino Wash in North Palm Springs to Airport Boulevard in the City 
of Coachella (Figure 1, previous page). The alignment largely follows the 
Whitewater River Channel that serves as a stormwater conveyance facility for 
the valley.

CV Link will also incorporate and expand the Tahquitz Creek Trail in Palm 
Springs between Belardo Road and the Whitewater Channel. The western 
termini are at Highway 111 (North Palm Canyon Drive) in northern Palm Springs 
(the Palm Springs Visitor Center at Tramway Road – access point for the Aerial 
Tram) and at Belardo Road in central Palm Springs (providing easy access to 
Downtown Palm Springs and the Tahquitz Canyon Visitor Center).

The eastern terminus is at Airport Boulevard in the City of Coachella and the 
unincorporated community of Thermal. This terminus provides multi-modal 
access to the administrative offices of the Coachella Valley Unified School 
District, John Kelley Elementary School, the La Familia Continuing Education 
High School, a new Riverside County Sheriff’s Station, the Jacqueline Cochran 
Airport, the Horses in the Sun (HITS) facility, and the Thermal Club Race Track 
(under construction).

Beyond this point, a future extension of CV Link will continue along the 
Whitewater River to the Salton Sea, passing through scenic rural agricultural 
areas with sparse populations. Another future extension parallels Gene Autry 
Trail to Desert Hot Springs, terminating at Cabot’s Pueblo Museum.

CV Link will offer a safer, more comfortable way 
to get around for some or all of your trips, without 
using your car.
For most of the alignment, CV Link will be completely separated from the 
arterial, collector, and local street system and follow the right-bank (as one 
looks downstream) or levee of the Whitewater River channel (see Figure 2). It is 
planned that most busy arterial road crossings will be grade separated, either 
by a new bridge over the road, or by under crossings beneath the roadway. 
Generally, CV Link will be a pathway separated from general traffic lanes. There 
will be places however where CV Link will need to use and cross the Coachella 
Valley’s surface street system. Where it must follow streets, distinctive design 
elements will be used to define the route as part of CV Link.

Figure 2: Typical Conditions of Core Route
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DESIGN FEATURES

CV Link will have innovative design features that 
enhance usability and will attract visitors from 
around the world.
The elements will include unique wayfinding, colored crosswalks, distinctive 
groups of angled “light tubes”, LED in-pavement lights, and shade structures 
(many of which will provide regularly spaced electric bicycle and LSEV charging 
opportunities). Chapter 4 presents the design elements in more detail.



Proposed Initial Implementation During Phase 1 
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2
Cook Street and Fred Waring Drive

5 
Cathedral Canyon Channels East and West, Thunderbird Channel, 

Magnesia Falls Channel, La Quinta Channel
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Figure 4: Crossings 
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

CV Link is coming soon. 
The Implementation Plan (Chapter 6) presents a three-tier phasing plan for the 
core route between Palm Springs and Coachella. 

Phase 1 is anticipated to begin construction in 2017 and involves the majority 
of construction for the core route between Palm Springs and Coachella. It will 
involve the expenditure of the entire currently available budget (Figure 3) and 
any additional funding that may be confirmed in the next two years of planning 
and design development. It will be divided into separate bid packages (Phase 
1A, 1B, and so on) up to the available budget based on “readiness –to-proceed” 
factors such as right of way and agency permitting. These packages of work will 
be sequential and will likely overlap – in other words Phase 1B will start before 
Phase 1A is completed.

CVAG is actively pursuing additional funding to achieve substantial completion 
of the core route. Accordingly, a $100 million set of route and design variations 
has been developed that:

• Minimizes private property impacts

• Maximizes commercial and educational destinations served

• Strikes a balance between cost and level of service

• Meets the design vision and user experience

Route and design variations have not been finalized and are subject to 
negotiations with stakeholders and public input during the environmental 
clearance process. Major route variations selected for this potential package 
are listed in Table 1 and describe in more detail in Chapter 5.

A summary of the crossings and support elements to be included in the 
proposed initial implementation is presented on the opposite page.

Phase 2 to be completed in the medium term would involve enhancement of 
the core route with additional paths and grade separations. This may include:

• Completion of the core route if the needed $100 million is not secured
during the Phase 1 near term effort

• Completion of the route on both banks between Miles Avenue and
Jefferson Street in Indian Wells and La Quinta

• Additional access points

• Additional roadway overcrossings of Highway 111 in north Palm Springs,
Frank Sinatra, Monterey

• Bridge expansions at Miles Avenue and Washington Street

• Route improvements in Rancho Mirage between Bob Hope Drive and
Monterey Avenue

• Further enhancements to access points including additional restrooms
where warranted by spacing considerations

Phase 3 to be completed in the longer term would extend the core route to 
Desert Hot Springs and the Salton Sea and may also include:

• Overbridges at Gene Autry and Indian Canyon

• Two new CV Link bike/LSEV/pedestrian bridges across the Whitewater
River channel in the Indian Wells Golf course and connecting to the Tennis
Garden

At full buildout of all Phases, CV Link will be approximately 88 miles long 
depending on which route variations are selected during the next two years of 
development. 

TABLE 1: MAJOR ROUTE VARIATIONS INCLUDED IN PROPOSED INITIAL 
IMPLEMENTATION 

City Alternative (side of bank refers to Whitewater River 
Channel)

Cathedral City • Right bank through Cathedral Canyon Golf Course
Rancho Mirage • Left bank between Frank Sinatra Drive and

Morningside Country Club
• Bob Hope Drive, Highway 111 and Parkview Drive

Indian Wells • Left bank through Indian Wells Golf Course
La Quinta • Left bank between Miles Avenue & Washington Street

• Right bank east of Washington Street

TABLE 2: CV LINK SUPPORT ELEMENTS IN PROPOSED INITIAL 
IMPLEMENTATION 

Shade Structures 68 Access Points 26
Standard 26 Regional 8
Solar, WiFi 18 Local 5
Solar, WiFi, 120/240 
charging

24 Commercial 3

Rest Areas (between 
access points)

8 Neighborhood 10

Trash/recycling 
compactors - solar

30 Restrooms 4

Drinking fountains – ADA 
accessible

44 Lighting

Interpretive signs 8 Light tubes (groups of 
10)

20

Benches 75 Lighted bollards at 
junctions

200

Art $0.8M LED-Mark solar path 
lights

Full 
length

Landscaping / planting $7.6M

$0

$10,000,000

$20,000,000

$30,000,000

$40,000,000

$50,000,000

$60,000,000

$70,000,000

Caltrans Environmental
Justice Grant ($291,000)

Cathedral City Bicycle
Transportation Account
Grant ($748,500)

Riverside County Parks
($750,000)

California Strategic
Growth Council ($1,000,000)

State Transportation
Improvement Program
($2,000,000)

Desert Healthcare
District ($10,000,000)

Federal Congestion
Mitigation and Air
Quality ($12,600,000)

Air Quality Mitigation
District ($17,400,000)

CVAG Transportation 
Program ($20,000,000)

Figure 3: Confirmed CV Link Funding
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CAPITAL INVESTMENT

CV Link is affordable compared to the alternatives.
The investment required for such a transformative asset is competitive when 
compared to widening roads, building freeway interchanges, or addressing 
obesity related health impacts resulting from car dominated environments. The 
proposed initial implementation package investment is given in Table 3. These 
values are subject to change depending on stakeholder feedback during design 
development and the environmental clearance process.

TABLE 3: PROPOSED INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY

Component Miles Cost
Undercrossings and ramps 2.0  $9,782,900 
Bridge crossings of channels and roadways 0.3  $9,038,500 
Crossings of roadways at-grade 0.5  $1,255,100 
Existing routes with minor changes in Phase 1 2.7  $7,800 
Street segments to be upgraded 7.4  $8,257,600 
Pathway 35.2  $55,239,000 
Support Elements  $5,171,000 
Landscaping / planting  $7,578,000 
Access Points  $2,976,700 
Total 48.1  $99,306,600 

In comparison to earlier proposals for CV Link, the route and design variations 
that underpin these figures address community concerns in the following areas. 

1. It was necessary to re-route around some of the major country
club golf courses within the Whitewater River Channel in Rancho 
Mirage and Palm Desert.
During public meetings it was clear that the residents of the gated golf 
course communities in Rancho Mirage and Palm Desert strongly preferred 
an alternative route that went around their developments. The Master Plan 
addresses these concerns by using existing on-street alignments for CV Link 
but this added street retrofits with increased cost.

2. Concrete instead of asphalt is proposed for paving CV Link.
The cost of maintenance was consistently raised as a concern in all of our 
public outreach meetings. Concrete is more costly up front but cheaper to 
maintain over the long run. Colored stripes of recycled landscape glass will aid 
users in navigation as well as heighten awareness at high use areas.

3. Additional shade structures were added to the project.
Community feedback indicated a need and desire to use CV Link year round. 
CV Link’s regularly spaced shade structures include charging facilities and 
accommodate solar panels that will help offset lighting and other electricity 
costs. Other amenities will include drinking fountains and solar powered trash 
compactors to minimize litter and lower trash collection costs.

4. Width of the CV Link was increased.
A consistent concern raised during public meetings was that there be sufficient 
room to safely accommodate all uses including pedestrian, bicycle and low 
speed electric vehicles. All parts of CV Link have been slightly widened to 
alleviate those concerns.

5. The number of bridges has been increased to improve public
safety.
Getting users safely across major roads and stormwater channels is imperative 
in a project that is almost 50 miles in length. An additional bridge was added 
at Cook Street when it was determined there was not a safe way to have users 
cross without it. The community voiced concerns about older and physically 
impaired users being able to utilize CV Link. Five channel bridges were added 
to the original plan to eliminate some of the large inclines and declines resulting 
in a smoother and more even pathway making the project more accessible to a 
larger number of users. These bridges also reduce flooding incidents and thus 
long-term maintenance costs.

6. Lighting was added to CV Link.
In all of the community meetings the public told us that they wanted to have 
access to the project at night particularly in the warmer months. Members of 
many communities also told us that they did not want lights shining into their 
windows. The proposed low maintenance and energy efficient lighting will 
provide for personal security and navigation while minimizing light spillover into 
homes and the night sky.
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OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

CV Link will be sustainably maintained and operated
The Operations and Management (O&M) Plan (Chapter 7) provides outlines for 
the following recommended plans:

• Financial Plan

• Marketing Plan

• Safety and Security Plan

• Risk Management Plan

• Asset Management Plan

Each plan is linked to the others to ensure that CV Link is maintained to a high 
and consistent standard meeting the expectations of visitors and the needs of 
the community. 

As CV Link is a regional transportation asset, CVAG is recommended to be 
the O&M lead agency. This could be under the existing CVAG Joint Power 
Agreement (JPA) to minimize costs or a new JPA could be established in 
parallel utilizing CVAG staff. A new JPA would offer the opportunity to 
customize the membership to represent CV Link (i.e, the flood districts could 
be included). 

The O&M Plan recommends routine maintenance types and frequencies 
to be performed by contract CV Link Rangers. Pavement and structures 
rehabilitation on an as-needed condition basis have also been estimated and 
it is recommended that annual reserve contributions be made towards these 
future costs. Energy costs are expected to be minimal as CV Link will include 
solar power generation on the shade structure roofs. 

The estimated O&M costs are given in Table 4. This cost modeling approach 
assumes that the sweeping, website and web application maintenance, bridge 
inspections, and condition-based remedial maintenance will be performed 
by contractors. Existing CVAG staff may perform some of the management, 
coordination and administrative tasks, but a budget has been allocated for 
these functions to be outsourced. While this Draft Plan is in review, the 
personnel requirements and costs will be refined using activity-based models 
and locally appropriate overhead multiples.

TABLE 4: OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COST ESTIMATE

ACTIVITY ANNUAL COST
MAINTENANCE
Pathway
Sand and debris removal, sweeping  $19,400
Concrete repair (periodic renewals)  $268,700
Re-marking  $46,800
Signs and fences  $30,700
Clearing of drainage channels and culverts  $15,000
Structures maintenance (cyclic)  $14,900
Structures maintenance (periodic renewals)  $40,600
Access Points
Restrooms  $4,000
Site Furnishings  $10,000
CONTRACTS
LSEV lease  $18,000
Graffiti removal  $30,000
Lighting maintenance  $30,000
Landscaping  $145,200
SUBTOTAL MAINTENANCE  $673,300
OPERATIONS
Utilities (electricity and water)  $16,600
Events, promotions and website maintenance  $27,500
Safety coordination and administration  $120,000
Rangers  $444,000
SUBTOTAL OPERATIONS  $608,100
TOTAL MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS  $1,281,400

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE WILL NOT REQUIRE LOCAL 

FUNDING

A funding plan for operations and maintenance is in development. The principal 
potential funding sources include:

•

• AQMD Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction (MSRC)

• Cap and Trade Auction Proceeds (the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund)

• Transient Occupancy Tax

• Utility Corridor Leasing Fees

• Corporate or foundation support

CVAG Transportation Program 
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PUBLIC INPUT TO DATE

CV Link reflects your hopes, desires, and input.
Four major public workshops attracting over 100 attendees each have been 
held across the Valley in Palm Springs, Rancho Mirage, Indio, and Coachella.

Over 100 meetings have been held throughout the valley with stakeholder 
groups including elected representatives, city and agency staff, school districts, 
enforcement agencies, community groups, hospitality and tourism associations, 
community leaders and city, Riverside County and State of California elected 
officials and tribal leaders.

Representatives of the project have staffed a booth at events such as:

• Tamale Festival, Indio

• Humana Healthy Fun Fair, La Quinta

• Tour De Palm Springs

• Senior Health Fair, Indio

• Relay for Life, Cathedral City

• 7th Annual Picnic Community Expo, Palm Springs

• Salsa and 5K Festival, Coachella

• Mayors Race, Palm Springs

• Wellness Festival, Palm Springs

• Race to Be Ready, Rancho Mirage

• CSUSB Environmental and Sustainability Expo, Palm Desert

Many attendees have expressed support for the project by signing up for 
the database so that they can receive updates as the project moves forward. 
Having a presence at special events has also been a significant part of the 
outreach particularly in environmental justice communities. Hispanic youth have 
been present and a Youth Summit is planned for late summer 2014. 

A website has been developed with access in both English and Spanish 
(CoachellaValleyLink.com) which allows interactive communication between 
the public and the CV Link team. CV Link has been the main topic of 19 print 
media articles since January 2012, and the team is in regular contact with the 
media. Collateral materials have been developed in both English and Spanish 
and an outreach video is in production.

CV Link is still in the planning phase.
Following the release of this Draft Plan for public review, the 
environmental process will continue for approximately two years 
(until the fall of 2016) during which time alignment alternatives are 
expected to be refined to a preferred route. 

We would appreciate your input by September 30, 2014. 
Feedback can be submitted via written comment or email to:

Michael Shoberg
mshoberg@cvag.org
73-710 Fred Waring Drive Suite 200
Palm Desert, CA 92260
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